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RepairMaster

TM

A pre-packed cold asphalt solution for repairing everything from a cracked asphalt or
concrete surface to a full depth reinstatement. RepairMaster is fast and easy to use,
enabling the smallest and most difficult repairs to be undertaken with minimum
effort. The unique binder system used in RepairMaster guarantees a freeflowing,
workable product, making it particularly suitable for pothole repairs and work around
manhole covers, cats-eyes and gullies. RepairMaster’s adhesive nature ensures a
well-formed bond to carriageway ironwork, providing a long-lasting repair.

EdgeMaster
EdgeMaster is an emulsion-based bituminous aerosol, specially designed to
complement RoadMaster SMA, PathMaster and RepairMaster repair and
reinstatement products. Joint sealing with EdgeMaster bonds the new material to
the existing surround and prevents the ingress of water into the excavation.

Cold-Lay Macadam
Ideal for carrying out quick repairs to driveways, car parks and footpaths. Suitable for
use by contractors, builders and DIY enthusiasts alike, it requires neither previous
experience of macadams nor specialist laying equipment.

Pre-Coated Chippings
Designed for carrying out patching and repair work to hot rolled asphalt surfaces.
Handling pre-coated chippings has never been so clean and convenient.
Ideally suited to use by local authorities, utilities and contractors, the range includes
PSV grades to suit pathways, main roads, high-speed carriageways, trunk roads and
motorways and comes in black on black and red on red.
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PQ-X Cement
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A quick setting, ultra rapid hardening,
anti-shrinkage cement that is
self-compacting and free-flowing.
Typical uses include the installation of
signposts and street furniture.

RoadMaster
-AG ‘Romag’
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A high strength grout that can be
applied to open textured macadam to
create a durable pavement surface.
The grout percolates through the
macadam providing a composite
topping with all the benefits of concrete
and asphalt surfaces (summer and
winter grades available).

RoadMaster
Supapoint
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Formulated for the pointing of stone
setts, RoadMaster Supapoint is a high
strength, shrinkage-compensated grout
that can be used where a free-flowing
grout is required to give a rapid return
to service.
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other literature available:
Limelite plasters

plaster products
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heritage grouts and mortars

High performance renders

one coat through-coloured finish

Fast-track flooring system

underlayments and screeds

Cemrok grouts

construction and installation grouts
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repair materials
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pressure pointing mortars

Top-pac from Tarmac

single bag solutions

Cementitious solutions from Tarmac

specialist grouts and caulking
materials

For literature requests please call 08456 044 114 or visit
www.tarmac.co.uk. For technical information please contact
Tarmac CMS Pozament on 01283 554 800.
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